
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He tried the two doors, but finding that he could not open them he ate some
breakfast, thoughtfully wondering who had locked him in and why he
________________ a prisoner.

1.

(make)had been made

Craig saw how the ship _________________.2. (take)had been taken

A new settlement ___________________ there in our absence of three
weeks, induced possibly by the fact that there were houses already built,
while the proximity of troops gave protection against the Indians.

3.

(start)

had been started

Nor might I even have that which was mine own, by reason that our
inheritance had never been shared, and our houses and lands
______________________ at a price.

4.

(not/value)had not been valued

For three years, Cromwell says, this question ___________________ in
the ears of the Parliament.
5.

(sound)
had been sounded

Its surface _____________________________ by innumerable shells.6.
(tear/and/batter)

had been torn and battered

Still the mouth of the Niger _____________________.7. (not/find)had not been found

She thought it base and shameful that she __________________ access
to his couch.
8.

(deny)
had been denied

The poor wife told her all that had happened and how she
________________ in a dream of the witch's power to help her.
9.

(tell)had been told

Heretofore no separate property in lands ____________________, and
no individual had laboured for himself.
10.

(acquire)
had been acquired

Since he had retired from the sea he ______________________ to
discover that the educated people were not much better than the others.
11.

(astonish)

had been astonished

It was by this identical piece of paper that the mine ________________
last year.
12.

(hold)
had been held
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Neither the strength of the invading army, nor of the garrison
______________________.
13.

(understand)had been understood

Should the venture fail, everything would be over; but if it succeeded, the
old man could only praise the courage and skill with which it
____________________.

14.

(execute)had been executed

His surroundings were poor and mean, for their ship
____________________ off the African coast by a band of pirates, and
though they had saved their lives they had lost everything they possessed.

15.

(attack)

had been attacked

But one jet _______________ in the cellar and that near the entrance.16.
(light)

had been lit

Too great an event ___________________ through his agency, too
fearful a doom visited on thousands of men!
17.

(work)
had been wrought

His education _____________________ in one essential and eminently
British particular: he could not box.
18.

(neglect)
had been neglected

This time he _____________________ not to tolerate the opposition of
his obstinate child.
19.

(compel)
had been compelled

Her grief was genuine and profound; it was real pain of mind, for her
purse had suffered, the routine of her existence __________________.
20.

(break)
had been broken
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